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Rethinking classical sound recordings: Creativities beyond the score
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Recordings, whether in their original format or released as re-issues, have made an enormous
repertoire of classical music more readily accessible to listeners than ever before. The 120-year legacy
of sound recordings offers compelling evidence that performance styles change continually as do the
meanings of musical works. Early recordings in particular reveal ways of interpreting scores that are
radically different from our modern-day practices, and clearly show us that the performance of
Western art music actually adheres much less to composers’ scores than we would like to maintain.
This rich aural evidence also attests to performers’ central roles in the transmission of Western art
music and their frequently close association with a composer’s work, as listeners identify
compositions––even composers’ names––with particular performers’ interpretations on record:
Cortot’s (Chopin) Berceuse, Grainger’s (Grieg) Concerto, Backhaus’s ‘Brahms’, or Gieseking’s ‘Debussy’
and so on. As Nicholas Cook has argued in a number of publications (e.g., Cook, 2009a, 2013a),
recognising Western art music as a performed craft, and acknowledging the agency of performers and
audiences in the social construction of meaning, marks a decisive shift away from musicology’s
previous textualist and author-centred orientation.
The last twenty years have seen concerted efforts to shift the ‘object’ of musicological study
from scores to performances, contributing to a deeper uprooting of concepts pertaining to musical
ontology (e.g., Cook, 2009a, 2013a; Leech-Wilkinson, 2012). Sound recordings, and the study of music
as performance from recordings, have been instrumental in fostering a sub-discipline of musical
performance studies, albeit one many years in the making. The pioneering work of Robert Philip, who
traced performance traditions across the twentieth-century via historical and modern recordings, had
already set the wheels in motion and laid down the foundations of an emerging musicology of
recordings (Philip, 1992),1 and other scholars followed suit from disciplinary perspectives including
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reception studies, cultural history, and the history of sound reproduction technology, opening up a
range of possibilities for fostering a new body of knowledge about music as performed cultural
practice.2 Integral to the development of an action-centred musicology has been Cook’s theoretical
re-formulation of the concept of the musical work as a horizontal field of performance instantiations.
Drawing on interdisciplinary performance theory, Cook has proposed thinking about musical scores
not as prescriptive texts but rather as social scripts which prompt a set of possibilities for performance
(Cook, 2001, p. 5). And as Cook has been keen to emphasise, ‘a well-developed musicology of
performance must concern itself as much with the horizontal as with the vertical dimension within
which performances signify’ (Cook, 2007, p. 185). Such a relational understanding of performances
has underpinned various strands of empirical-analytical studies of recordings. But as the discipline has
been moving beyond concerns tied to a narrow ‘reproduction paradigm’ (purporting that a
performance merely reproduces the score or a recording reproduces the performance), attention has
been increasingly drawn to uncovering relational meanings not only in the binary of text and
performance but within the diverse social contexts, human and non-human interactions, and auditory
traces created by recordings. By situating this scholarly shift in the broader context of the aims,
prospects, and challenges of musical performance studies, I will reflect critically on the contribution
of classical music recordings in cross-disciplinary research. In the first part of this chapter, I will
consider the value of cultural context and the ways in which this influences stylistic development,
creativity, and expressive choices among performers. Building on these ideas, in the later part of the
chapter, I consider ways in which recordings as socially-constructed artefacts, rather than as
reproductions of performance, emerge from and are in turn used within diverse commercial and
cultural contexts.

Beyond a master narrative of performance style: embracing multiplicities
Various analytical studies, forming an earlier corpus of research within an emerging musicology of
performance, sought to confront the limitations of the page-to-stage paradigm. The normative
impulse of the tendency to look for meaning along a vector from page (score) to stage (performance),
suggesting that the performer’s artistic prerogative is to bring out a particular (allegedly correct)
analytical reading of the musical structure, is to discipline the performer’s creative freedom (for recent
critical reviews, see Cook, 2013a; Rink, 2015). In place of this, performance-based analytical practice
using recordings as legitimate independent evidence has served to bridge various epistemological and
semantic gaps between analysis and performance. Studies which propose the ‘performer as analyst’
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or the ‘performer as disambiguator’ of structural or expressive riddles (e.g., Barolsky, 2007; Dodson,
2009; Leech-Wilkinson, 2015) offer a conciliatory attempt to recover the agency of the performer in
analytical discourse. The recognition that there are numerous performative potentials within a given
theoretically deduced analytical reading of musical structure shows us that music-theoretical
structuralism is not impervious to surface nuance but rather open to variation. Particular structuralist
readings of performance style, moreover, ought to be recognised as historically contingent
phenomena. Cook’s study of 56 recordings of Chopin’s Mazurka Op. 63, No. 3 showed that phrase
arching (the tendency to get faster and louder towards the middle of a phrase and slower and softer
towards the end) is an expressive strategy prevalent in pianists from a Russian tradition and especially
between the period from 1950 to 1970 (Cook, 2009b).
In another study, I have demonstrated that the tradition of performing Grieg’s Slåtter Op. 72
folk dances for piano, has undergone a radical re-invention within Norway in the early twenty-first
century (Volioti, 2012). Although discourses pertaining to an authentic performance style that
respects the original folk rhythms of Hardanger fiddle music (since Grieg’s Op. 72 dances are based on
transcriptions of Hardanger melodies) have been in existence throughout the second half of the
twentieth century, only some Norwegian pianists incorporate an idiomatic folk-inspired rhythmic
interpretation into their playing. These empirical findings point to the historically contingent tension
between discourse and performance practice in reconstructions of authenticity linked to Norwegian
national-cultural identity. The performance interpretation of allegedly authentic folk rhythms in
Grieg’s second springar dance, Op. 72, moreover, revealed clear qualitative differences among the
pianists investigated, showing that what matters is the performers’ ability to generate musical
meaning from the way they handle the surface details and rhythmic micro-variations (Volioti, 2012,
pp. 280-282). Some Norwegian pianists, for example, introduce an audibly distinctive idiomatic
stylization, which deviates from Grieg’s notated score but seeks to emulate the oral folk tradition, by
giving more emphasis to the second beat of this triple-metre dance. Other contemporary pianists’
recordings, however, lack the same type or amount of idiomatic rhythmic stylization even though their
discourses reveal explicit knowledge of authenticity issues pertaining to this repertoire. These
differences highlight the intricate relationship between collective and individual constructions of
identity. In Grieg’s Slåtter, the search for authenticity embraces a collective endeavour to consolidate
and preserve a specific musical heritage along with the way this is interpreted and remembered
through cultural memory. By opting to incorporate an idiomatic triple rhythm some contemporary
Norwegian pianists express their closeness to the folk tradition in more explicit music-stylistic terms
than the rest. While these individuals are conditioned by the same cultural heritage, they appear to
exploit it differently from others, as a source of creativity to nurture a distinct artistic persona. The
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notion of an authentic style in Grieg’s Op. 72, therefore, serves both a collective ideology of cultural
reinvigoration and individual scripts for identity construction. The search for this music’s origins has a
plurality of performative functions which in the current study emerged as the ‘shared diversities’ of
contemporary Norwegian pianists’ styles and discourses based on their particular predispositions and
motivations (Volioti, 2012, pp. 285-89).
The study of the performance practice of Grieg’s Op. 72 is just one example, but it helps to
illustrate that researchers have been increasingly aware of the need to account for the intricacies of
cultural-historical context and performers’ agency, and how these contribute to the many possible
differences – the multiplicities – that exist across and within particular performance styles captured in
commercial historical and modern recordings, as well as in listeners’ responses to these (Repp, 1998,
1999; Fabian 2014, 2017; Timmers, 2007a). My case study of Grieg’s Op. 72 also highlighted that
empirically derived stylistic typologies of performance practice are in reality more fuzzy and fluid than
they might seem, due to the ways in which cultural context nuances their meaning. In another
performance-analytical context, Dorottya Fabian has recently adopted a Deleuzian conceptual
framework within which to situate her analysis of difference in recordings of Bach’s violin solos. Her
study offers a renewed attempt to go beyond rigid categorical conventions of style by accounting for
individual performers’ approaches that occupy the spaces ‘in between’ mainstream Romanticmodernist, classical-modernist, and historically informed styles (Fabian, 2017). Deleuzian thinking
about difference, with its emphasis on pluralism, offers another potent heuristic tool in accounting for
diversity in performance across cultural contexts. Such a Deleuzian framework places performance
instantiations of compositional score-scripts in a multidimensional space of performance styles. These
styles are in a constantly shifting dynamic state of flux as performers move in and out of stylistic
territories, whether intentionally or unintentionally (Fabian, 2017).
Besides challenging the page-to-stage approach by demonstrating that musical structure is
co-created by performers within the cultural-historical precincts of compositional affordances, many
of the previously-mentioned empirical-analytical studies of recordings, and others in a similar vein,
add to the scholarly literature on historical trends in performance practice (for a succinct review, see
Fabian 2014, pp. 59-60) and enrich further our understanding of past and present approaches to
performance interpretation. The bigger aim of empirical analysis of recordings is not just about the
formation of grand narratives, however appealing a comprehensive history of performance style
garnered from recordings might be for consolidating a musicology of Western art music performance.3
In any case, one cannot help but notice the gaps in the literature which would vitiate any such attempt
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at comprehensiveness: certain repertories, such as piano music or orchestral genres of the tonal
tradition, have attracted more attention than the performance practice of modernist repertoire or
contemporary art music, which remain largely unexplored (e.g., Quick, 2010; Bayley, 2010; Heaton,
2012). Differences between these favoured genres and others, which may be contingent on
geographical, instrumental, or performer-specific traits, make it difficult to package performance
styles and precepts into neat categories. Normative trends cannot account for the fact that
performance styles are constantly shifting, often imperceptibly (Leech-Wilkinson, 2009; Fabian, 2014;
2017). The general view, for example, that performance styles have become more uniform and
expressiveness more restrained in the second half of the twentieth century (e.g., Philip, 1992; Clarke,
2007) has been revised by studies that challenge the idea that diversity and individuality in
performance have been in decline, at least in certain instrumental genres (e.g., Fabian, 2006; Sung &
Fabian, 2011).
This serves as a strong incentive to re-assess what we mean by individuality and originality in
Western art music performance (a point I elaborate further in the next section), and to look for
alternative means to demonstrate more inclusive definitions. Rather than describing originality in
terms of ‘deviation from a norm’, such as a sample average representing the general stylistic tendency
within a chronological period,4 we also need to account for how listeners of varying expertise attribute
originality and cultural value to past and present performances. Performance style is a complex
conglomerate of cultural influence, of intentional and unintentional human action, of intertwined
interpretative practices and external evaluative judgement. As a social construct that confers an
artistic identity on a collection of musical tastes and preferences, performance style may not be
faithfully represented through the measurement of those few select performance parameters, such
as tempo and dynamics, to which many empirical studies of recordings have predictably resorted.
Recognising the need to explain more fully what performers do and why, especially in terms of subtler
nuances and gestures in performance, some researchers have combined empirical style analysis of
recordings with ethnographic evidence of performers’ own accounts (e.g., Bayley, 2010; Volioti, 2010,
2012; Neumann, 2017), or with other documentary sources such as video footage to complement the
sound recording (Cook, 2013b). The need to appraise the agency of performers and listeners when
delineating histories of performance (from recordings) remains an important aspect for a number of
reasons. On a broader level of culture, tradition comprises both the macro-process of observable
stylistic change and the less perceptible micro-channels of influence. Tradition is not something
passive but a social-cultural construct that emerges from the active dialogue between the individual
performer and the material handed down from other social actors (pedagogues, other performers,
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composers), as well as other sources of musical influence including recordings (Volioti, 2010; Heaton,
2012; Volioti & Williamon, 2017).

Between culture and cognition: responding to the legacy of recordings
Some of this dialogic activity can be traced in the present through the use of survey methodology. The
wealth of knowledge about performance practices stemming from the legacy of recordings can have
wider pedagogical implications for younger generations of musicians, alerting them to the many
possibilities available in performance as they develop their own voice (e.g., Leech-Wilkinson, 2016;
Volioti & Williamon, 2017). As Eric Clarke has noted: ‘[. . .] If the vast and constantly growing archive
of recordings is regarded as a resource rather than a reified reference, perhaps its potentially
stultifying and authoritarian impact can be avoided’ (Clarke, 2005, p. 166); that there are indeed more
liberating and nuanced ways for young performers to access and engage with recordings becomes
clear as soon as one asks them how they are doing so.
In a recent large questionnaire survey of 204 respondents that I conducted with Aaron
Williamon (2017), it emerged that advanced music students (at tertiary level) consistently showed
greater frequency of use and level of reliance on recordings than professional musicians during
learning and practising. Students were more likely to change aspects of their interpretations when
listening to recordings in the early stages of practising. They were also more influenced by the
performers’ reputation when choosing which recordings to listen, and, in general, used recordings as
a positive source of influence to shape their own distinct musical style (Volioti & Williamon, 2017).
Among the qualitative responses collected and analysed from 130 respondents, of interest is that the
search for originality and novelty in performance did not appear to be compromised by listening to
others’ interpretations from recordings (Volioti & Williamon, 2020). The majority of participants
reported engaging in more critical and discerning modes of listening as they have matured in their
musical training. Notions of individuality and expressions of self-identity in performance were
articulated in relational terms, including using others’ interpretations as a reference point for
comparison and actively seeking a range of interpretative possibilities from which to select
appropriate options. Conceptions of musical influence were even expressed in terms of choosing and
mixing ideas from other sources. As a 19-year-old male undergraduate woodwind player commented:
Now with more advanced technique and pieces I find it always worthwhile to listen to
another flautist’s interpretation to solidly ground my own. Change what I don’t like and
borrow ideas that I like.
Another 21-year-old female undergraduate singer wrote:
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I enjoy listening to various recordings, choosing what I enjoy and amalgamating these with
my own interpretation to create an informed performance at the highest possible level I can
achieve.
And another 20-year-old male undergraduate percussionist mentioned:
Recordings are always a useful resource for both assimilating another player or style, but
also as a reference point for personal innovation.
The study’s findings (Volioti & Williamon, 2017, 2020) are broadly compatible with the cognitivepsychological view of listening as a creative act; ‘an active process of cognitive construction in which
new sensory input is interpreted in the light of the perceiver’s accumulated schemata or mental
representations’ (Hargreaves, Hargreaves, & North 2012, p. 160). Unlike novices, expert musicians
have more extended and detailed internal maps of styles and genres from which to draw comparisons,
and tend to construct and situate their experience within these (Hargreaves et al., 2012, p. 165).
Influence and creativity, with the latter incorporating the search for novelty, are not incompatible:
when processing new interpretative information, such as from listening to others’ interpretations on
recordings, a performer may seek novelty through a ‘combinatorial rearrangement of pre-existing
possibilities’ (Clarke, 2012, p. 17). As other studies of learning through imitation and aural modelling
have shown, musical imitation and assimilation is intrinsically interpretative, and performers are still
able to exercise their evaluative judgement and decision-making skills without suppressing their
individuality (Lisboa et al., 2005). Although influence and imitation are often perceived as threatening
within a Western art music tradition which places high demands on performers to produce original
interpretations, we should recognize that, given its inextricably social nature, musical performance is
a particularly porous domain for influence processes: new ideas or solutions to technical and
interpretative issues may emerge in the collaborative space of the rehearsal hall as much as through
individual reflection (Rink, Gaunt, Williamon, 2017). Listening and responding to recordings, from
varied media or formats and in diverse learning contexts, clearly provide additional pathways of
musical influence that can contribute to, rather than detract from, musicians’ creative space. Musical
identities, moreover, as Hargreaves et al. (2012) claim, ‘are ultimately built from the ever-changing
responses and preferences that constitute each individual’s listening history’ (pp. 158-59). If the ideas
that shape musicians’ development emerge from a variety of sources and listening is integral to how
musicians choose, respond, evaluate, perform repertoire, and shape their artistic identities, then the
influence of recordings undoubtedly plays a considerable part in performers’ creativity.
Besides shaping individual listening histories and constructions of self-identity, the wide culturalhistorical variation in playing styles evidenced from the legacy of recordings also points to the need to
investigate more systematically the differences in aesthetic sensibilities and to probe the multitude of
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factors underpinning diversity in Western art music performance; something which undoubtedly is
more easily said than done. There have been various efforts towards addressing this aim, especially
from cognitive psychology and computer science. Such approaches have tended to model tonal
repertoire, primality of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century works, according to generative principles
of expressive performance behaviour (e.g., Todd, 1985; Clarke, 1988; Juslin, 2003; Friberg & Bisesi,
2014). Besides producing predictive models, such research also ought to acknowledge how stylistic
unexpectedness and performers’ unique features emerge in different contexts (e.g., type of repertoire
or performer-specific traits), and to account for how these aspects are valued by listeners as
performance styles are perpetuated in culture through recordings.
Originality and value are the two core components of creativity. Probing the inter-relation
between creativity, originality, and cultural value in the performance of Western art music (live or
recorded) is an apt subject for research which combines culture and cognition, yet this area still
remains largely underexplored empirically, as other scholars have recognised (Williamon, Thomson,
Lisboa & Wiffen, 2006; Clarke, 2012). If we agree with the consensus that creative products must be
both original (even surprising) and of value, but appropriate, within a given field (Kaufman and Baer,
2012), then the social implications are evident: creativity is not the outcome of solitary minds, but
arises from socially constructed judgments about individuals’ work or artistic products. Recordings can
provide compelling material to investigate aspects of the social and cultural contingency of creativity,
especially the relationship between psychological attributes (e.g., performers’ and listeners’
personality traits) that enable the generation of ‘original’ products, and the public’s general response
to certain types of innovation.5
The theorised originality-value curve proposed by Williamon et al. (2006), offers a readily
testable model to assess the contribution of different cultural factors in the designation of creativity
in Western art music performance, as for example performers’ popularity, fame, reputation, or
listeners’ familiarity with repertoire. As postulated by this model, perceived originality of a
performance varies partially as a function of value judgement within a given population of listeners.
The curve reflects a relationship that is subject to change depending on the type of repertoire,
historical period, and group of listeners being investigated. The relative position of performances
considered to be ‘original’ or ‘highly original’ is also subject to change over time (Williamon et al.,
2006, pp 176-77). This is because historical reception indicates that although innovative
interpretations might be deemed treasured artistic events, there are culturally-bound limits to
audiences’ acceptance of originality beyond which it may be rejected as inappropriate or even
5
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tasteless.6 This theorised model, therefore, is intended to be context sensitive and assumes no fixed
or gold standard for originality and creativity. It is premised on the assumption that originality and
creativity do not reside ex nihilo in artistic products, but can only be meaningfully located in the social
processes surrounding their production and reception.
Sensitivity to cultural context is also important for studies of generative principles and
computational models of performance expression. A putative limitation of such studies is that many
have been based on contemporary ‘clean’ recordings, often post-1950s, or on algorithmically
generated, computer-synthesised performances (e.g., Repp, 1998; Juslin, 2003), which pose fewer
issues for empirical measurements than early recordings. A more instructive approach, as researchers
increasingly concur, is to try to account for the complex historically shifting relationship between
culture and cognition. Historical recordings, despite their limitations, can shed new light on generality
versus context-dependent expressive strategies and communication of emotions in performance (e.g.,
Leech-Wilkinson, 2007; Timmers, 2007b). Neil Todd’s model of parabolic phrase arching in
performance (Todd, 1985) has certainly received ample empirical justification over the years by
various studies, but the evidence of exceptions to this generative principle nevertheless suggests that
it may be more context-bound than previously thought (e.g., Repp, 1992; Cook, 2009b, Fabian, 2014).
The examples discussed here serve to highlight that newer research on expressive variability
in performance (from recordings or otherwise) has been moving decidedly away from a narrow
paradigm of ‘structure tied to expression’ (Fabian, Timmers, & Schubert, 2014). Emotional
communication by the performer creates additional expressive information which may be partly
independent of musical structure, and attributed to other factors such as the performers’ personality
traits or listeners’ level of familiarity with the style of music. There are qualitatively different kinds of
meaningful information embedded in the complex structure of expression, co-created by performers’
and listeners’ culturally conditioned responses to music which can change over time. Although various
empirical studies and theoretical models of performance still require further perceptual verification
to strengthen their preliminary claims, the critical point that emerges from such investigations is the
need for sustained interdisciplinary dialogue. How the language of emotional expressivity changes
across performing styles and cultural contexts has significant implications for music psychology and
cognition. Conversely, how cognitive constructs and psychological precepts of expressive performance
can be explained in light of specific cultural and historical factors remains of great interest to
musicologists. Research using historical and modern recordings could help bridge this gap.
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Recordings and social creativity
Most of the research discussed thus far is essentially premised on studying musical performances as
cultural events, of which recordings are the sonic traces. The recorded document often emerges from
such research contexts as a representational object that captures elements of the original
performance and reflects changes in style, tastes, or aspects of expressive behaviour. But treating
recordings solely as representational texts (reflective of something) potentially harbours the
reproduction paradigm – the recording is a mere reproduction (and product) of the performance; a
reified, perhaps first performance that happened at a different point in time and place. Utilising
alternative interdisciplinary perspectives, informed by theories of performativity, agency, and
technological remediation, an increasing number of scholars have recently sought to advance an
understanding of recordings beyond the reproduction paradigm (e.g., Auslander, 1999; Born, 2009;
Cook, 2013a). The intervention of technology has not simply provided a mechanism for surrogate
copying of live performance but has redefined and extended the social spaces and ecological
affordances of music making. Although a sound recording inevitably excludes certain signifiers of the
performance event, such as visible bodily gestures or the physical presence of an audience, the social
aspects of music making are still inscribed in, and can be recovered from, the sonic traces impressed
during the recording and post-production stages. Uncovering the inter-relationships between musical
performance, technological mediation, and social interaction in the recording environment and
beyond can significantly broaden the scope of musical performance studies by offering opportunities
to study recordings and recording practices as cultural performances in their own right.
Ethnographic approaches, including participant observation and interviews with musicians,
can offer valuable insight into the kind of social-cultural and creative work that goes into and emerges
from the recording process. Ethnographic studies can shed light on how concepts, such as liveness,
that are inextricably associated with the traditional values of classical music are negotiated and
transformed through creative practices in a consumerist world. The ideal of liveness takes on a range
of nuanced meanings when considered from the perspective of the modern ‘live recording model’
which combines live takes with studio editing and other production techniques.
In ethnographic research on recording sessions with the London Symphony Orchestra (LSO)
for the LSO Live recording label, Ananay Aguilar documents the experiences of performers and record
producer James Mallinson, and how these accounts articulate malleable conceptions of liveness linked
to a range of socio-economic factors, including the ergonomics of professional playing, the preference
for the value-laden aesthetic of live classical performance, and market demands. The business success
of LSO Live is based on a model that combines predominantly live concert performances with
‘patching’ and other studio techniques to remove blemishes (Aguilar, 2014, pp. 258-59). As Aguilar
10

observes, integral to LSO Live’s practices is that the two types of recording – live and studio – co-exist
in a manner that ‘provides a fertile ground to foster and maintain the values of classical music’ (p.
265). More live performance, in longer takes, was preferred by the LSO players and helped them come
to terms with the added pressures of extra recording sessions for the patch work required to produce
the final product. The ‘live’ component encapsulated for many of them the situatedness of the
performance, the shared participation of players and audience, and the genuine excitement of the live
event with all its fleeting disturbances. Yet, the studio editing aspects – the attempt to create a
blemish-free recording – were also highly valued and respected among players, since this process
epitomised the illusion of virtual transparency aimed at a better musical experience for the listener.
The complementarity of live and studio performance belies both the aesthetic of an ideal autonomous
musical work and an ideal perfect live performance, since both types of performance must co-exist to
achieve the LSO’s ‘live recording’ model. The tension between live and recorded performance has
variable manifestations in different artistic-commercial contexts. Elsewhere, also from ethnographic
research with classical orchestral musicians, Amy Blier-Carruthers argues for the need to emancipate
the aesthetics of recorded performance from strict comparisons with its live counterpart. This may
offer some remedial action towards liberating classical musicians from the anxieties of ‘perfection’ or
‘loss of control’ often associated with blemish-free but heavily edited recorded takes. By letting a
recording be a recording, and approaching instead the studio environment as a space for risk-taking,
experimentation, and collaboration between performers and producers, this opens up recorded
performance as a crucible for creativity and potentially counteracts the fear or dislike of the process
and product of classical recording (Blier-Carruthers, 2013).
From a similarly ethnographic perspective, Amanda Bayley (2010) critically unpacks the notion
of a reified, singular end product in commercial classical recording practice. Bayley argues for an
understanding of classical recordings as tokens of social creativity that are intimately intertwined with
the interpretative processes of composition and performance. Her study of Michael Finnissy’s Second
String Quartet (commissioned for the players of the Kreutzer Quartet in 2006-2007), documents how
multiple recording takes offer insight into the composer’s and performers’ creative choices and
preferences, and considers how the dynamics of collaborative practice are negotiated in real time
when the composer is directly involved in rehearsal and performance sessions. The case of
contemporary musical works which include indeterminate elements, such as Finnissy’s quartet, helps
to demonstrate that multiple recording takes, or multiple readings, are not only valuable windows
into the creative process but are also more representative of what this music is about. The ideal of a
fixed, singular, final recording product deemed to be the best of all previous takes undermines the
purpose and aesthetic of such works.
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Apart from in situ ethnographic approaches, like the ones mentioned earlier and others in a
similar vein, that seek to unravel real-time actions, the study of recordings as the performative traces
of social creativity often takes place sometime after these artefacts were made. As Stephen Cottrell
rightly points out, this inevitably presents a ‘dislocation between scholars and their object of study’
(Cottrell, 2010, p. 22), which might only be bridged through textual and contextual analysis. Studies
concerning cultures of consumption, recording criticism, or business history and performance style
are increasingly coming under the purview of a musicology of recordings and offer valuable insight
into recordings as ‘allographic instances of musical works’ (Zagorski-Thomas, 2008, p. 190). Bringing
closer together past and present perspectives on recordings is an integral part of how these objects
are invested with meaning as they circulate or re-surface in culture, and how value systems influence
performance practices. But as Cottrell concedes, bridging the dislocation between past and present,
or between the researcher-practitioner and their object of study, ought to involve a degree of
‘reflexive consideration’ (Cottrell, 2010, p. 22).
The study of the past as ‘reflexive practice’ can become a locus of creativity, as cases of
reconstructing performance styles from historical recordings demonstrate. In a recent re-recording
project the Norwegian pianist Sigurd Slåttebrekk and the late record producer Tony Harrison recreated Edvard Grieg’s performance style from his historical acoustic recordings dating from 1903.7
Although this creative collaboration between pianist and producer is, in one sense, another instance
of historical performance practice, I have suggested that this project performs a great deal more
cultural work than a mere allegiance to the authenticity movement when viewed in its broader cultural
context. The urge to rescue from oblivion the cherished Norwegian composer’s style, barely audible
from the frail remnants of the early acoustic recordings, can be seen as a reawakening of cultural
memory linked to the celebration of national-cultural identity (see Volioti, 2015). The method used
also raises interesting issues about historical reconstruction as both an objective undertaking and a
form of reflexive, embodied knowledge. Various sources of the original recordings and other surviving
copies that could be accurately re-pitched and digitally restored to reveal hidden details were used in
a process of digitally enhanced micro-listening so that the pianist could recreate Grieg’s style measure
for measure. Although the ultimate aim was to sound like Grieg, a hybrid artistic persona inevitably
emerges from what is not merely a product of passive stylistic assimilation but in essence a new
performance creation. The distinction between old and new, past and present, pianist and composer
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is blurred, and the modern ‘clean’ re-recording presents a complex choreography of grafted gestures,
identities and temporalities (Volioti, 2015).8
As the examples discussed illustrate, the study of classical recordings as technologically
mediatized species of performance prompts the critique and deconstruction of widely assumed
binaries, such as work (and text) versus performance, performance versus recording, product versus
process, creation versus reproduction, composer versus producer, composer versus performer, or live
versus recorded––many of which have preoccupied Nicholas Cook in his own work. Even though
Western art music performance operates within tighter stylistic norms than the performance of
popular genres, such categorical distinctions are in practice more blurred and can be more
productively re-conceptualized as continua rather than polar opposites. New possibilities for
performance-centred analyses of recordings are now emerging, where analysis is conceived in the
broadest sense of the word encompassing quantitative and qualitative empirical and ethnographic
methods. The motivation for such approaches need not be confined to reading culture like a text
through the recorded document, but ought to extend to the investigation of the perceptual and social
responses that arise in particular musical situations and historical contexts. Performance is a complex
fleeting cultural phenomenon, and its study can benefit not only from the evidential use of recordings,
which do indeed capture aspects of the event, but also from combining methods to engage with the
recorded material in a multifaceted way. As the shifting scholarly landscape of the past twenty years
indicates, a developing musicology of performance can accommodate empirical strands of research,
such as from the sub-disciplines of computational musicology, cognitive psychology of music, and
ethnomusicology, alongside the traditional cultural, historical, hermeneutic, and score-based
approaches of musicology. This aspiring vision of an epistemologically inclusive discipline harbours
both challenges and potential rewards: by encouraging ‘border crossings between objectiveintersubjective and inductive-deductive approaches’ (Cook, 2006, pp. 9-10) it provides opportunities
for creative exploration and collaborative research, and in doing so extends the purview of musical
performance studies.

8

Various other recent examples of historical reconstruction of early recording styles as a form of creative and
reflexive practice abound, especially in the field of practice-as-research, such as the work of pianists Anna Scott
and Inja Stanovic (Scott, 2014; Stanovic, 2018).
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